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MassTransit® Overview
Ultra Fast, Reliable and Secure Managed File Transfer
MassTransit®, a member of the Acronis® Share family of solutions, addresses your most challenging digital content management
needs. In today’s world of information collaboration, sharing digital content has brought a new set of challenges and complexities.
From security compliance, to reliably sharing large files quickly and easily – Managed File Transfer (MFT) solutions are positioned
to addresses these and other file sharing requirements.
MassTransit is today’s most secure, reliable, and easy to use MFT solution – from a free personal SFTP version for secure
digital content sharing, to our enterprise-level MFT solution, MassTransit HP, which offers the highest performance of any MFT
technology available today.

The File Transfer Challenge
When it comes to sharing digital content, security, reliability and performance are just the tip of the challenges iceberg when
transferring files between users. As well, tracking and governance are important in ensuring accurate control over how users
share valuable intellectual property. All too often, email attachments don’t go through or end users get frustrated when it takes
too much time for transfers to occur. Often, users will resort to their own means of file transfer which may include unsecure USB
drives or rogue FTP clients.
Do one or more of these file transfer challenges sound familiar?
•

Today’s attachment size limitations render your email system an unviable alternative for sharing files

•

Most commercially available FTP or MFT solutions are either too consumer-oriented, too complex or too expensive to meet
your enterprise file transfer needs

•

Users spend countless hours manually babysitting traditional FTP tools to ensure files transfer successfully

•

Users resort to unsecure file transfer means such as USB drives

A Fresh Approach to Managed File Transfer
MassTransit is designed to specifically address all of your file transfer challenges. It comes in two versions, MassTransit SFTP, a
fully supported, free download, and MassTransit HP, an enterprise class version. Both benefit the end-user, System Administrator
and business manager. Here are just a few benefits that MassTransit provides:
With MassTransit SFTP, you can:
•

Get a secure, reliable entry level FTP file transfer at no cost

•

Use any standard FTP or SFTP client to upload and download files

•

Service all your low-end, small file transfer needs with a single solution
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With MassTransit HP, you can:
•

Empower business users to easily share any small or large mission-critical file – from 1MB to 100GB – securely and reliably

•

Share information at speeds never thought possible – up to 20X faster than traditional FTP tools

•

Minimize security risks to meet HIPAA, SOX and GLBA strict compliance requirements

•

Shorten production times from weeks down to hours

Key Product Capabilities and Features
MassTransit can be beneficial for anyone in your organization. From casual to power users, MassTransit offers capabilities and
features to meet all your user’s unique needs:
•

Send files to any person with an email address via an easy to use web based client interface

•

Transfer multiple files at once from an intuitive drag and drop user interface

•

Ensure safe and secure file transfer through:
– Active Directory® or database authentication
– Industry standard AES 256 file encryption and compression

•

Real time alerts and notifications

•

Web based tracking and reporting

For System-to-System or Server-to-Server file transfers, MassTransit offers:
•

Sophisticated transfer and workflow automation

•

Fully automated batch transfers

•

Scheduled and event driven transfers

•

Automated alerts and notifications on success

•

Intelligent routing of inbound files

•

Easy to use automation for pre/post transfers

•

SQL database backend to store and access history, statistics and reporting sources
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